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a b s t r a c t
Recently, a new suite of twelve benchmark problems for adaptive finite element methods
(FEM) was published at the US National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST).
These benchmark problems come with exact solutions, and they exhibit all typical
difficulties associated with elliptic problems including singularities, steep internal layers,
anisotropy, and oscillations. In this paper we solve these benchmark problems using the
open source library Hermes (http://hpfem.org). All these results are reproducible—they are
part of the Git repository of the open source Hermes project, and the reader can experiment
with them by himself/herself. Instructions for this are provided. We hope that authors of
other adaptive FEM codes will make their results for these test problems available in a
reproducible fashion as well.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The number of adaptive finite element (FEM) codes is growing very fast. They differ in deployment operating systems and
hardware platforms, ways of loading the physical model, error estimationmechanisms, the algebraic solvers they use, mesh
formats, boundary condition handling, input/output formats, and other aspects. Some of them are designed for a narrow
class of problems while others are supposed to cover various types of physical applications. In summary, these facts make
it extremely difficult to assess and compare the accuracy and performance of various adaptive FEM codes.
Recently, Dr. William Mitchell (NIST) collected a suite of twelve benchmark problems with known exact solutions for
adaptive FEM [1]. The advantage of having an exact solution is that the approximation error can be calculated very accurately,
thus enabling fair comparison of results calculated with different programs. All these examples are elliptic, and they are
defined in very simple geometries, to make their solution possible with virtually any FEM code.
In this paper, we solve the twelve benchmarks using Hermes, a multi-platform open source C++ library for rapid
development of adaptive hp-FEM and hp-DG solvers (http://hpfem.org). A fewwords and links to the Hermes library will be
presented at the end of the paper, but only very briefly, as this is not the major objective of the paper. Our main goal is to
respond to [1] by providing results by the Hermes library, and make them easily reproducible for anyone.
The computationswere performed using UMFPACK running on an Intel Core 2 based PC operating under the 32 bit Fedora
12 distribution of Linux with kernel 2.6.31-127.fc12.i686.PAE. Programs were compiled with gcc Version 4.4.2.
To make the paper reasonably self-contained, we must repeat some material from [1], but this is done in a minimalistic
way. Each of the following sections contains a short description of the benchmark problem followed by results and
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Fig. 1. Solution to the NIST-1 benchmark problem.
Fig. 2. Left: Final mesh with 51365 DOF and relative error 5.9× 10−1% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 43401 DOF and relative
error 1.4 × 10−2% for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 1325 DOF and relative error 9.3 × 10−4% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option
HP_ANISO).
convergence graphs in terms of degrees of freedom (DOF) and CPU time. The CPU time is composed of adaptivity time
and assembly time. Conclusion and outlook is presented at the end of the paper.
2. Benchmark NIST-1 ‘‘Analytic Solution’’
This benchmark problem has a smooth solution. Solved is the Poisson equation
−1u = f (1)
in the domain Ω = (0, 1)2, equipped with Dirichlet boundary condition given by the exact solution. The exact solution is
u(x, y) = 24pxp(1− x)pyp(1− y)p with p = 10. The solution to NIST-1 is shown in Fig. 1.
Hermes supports eight different adaptivity modes P_ISO, P_ANISO, H_ISO, H_ANISO, HP_ISO, HP_ANISO_P, HP_ANISO_H,
HP_ANISO. The most general mode HP_ANISO (hp-adaptivity with possibly anisotropic polynomial degrees in elements
and possibly anisotropic spatial refinements) considers around 100 refinement candidates for each element. The difference
between the next best mode HP_ANISO_H (hp-adaptivity with isotropic polynomial degrees in elements and possibly
anisotropic spatial refinements) and HP_ANISO is only significant for problems that exhibit strong anisotropic behavior.
The selection of the hp-refinement mode is where the user can use his/her a priori knowledge of the problem to make the
computation faster.
Fig. 2 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM. In all the mesh images, different polynomial degrees of elements are represented by
different colors.
Fig. 3 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
3. Benchmark NIST-2 ‘‘Reentrant Corner’’
The exact solution of this problem is smooth but it contains singular gradient at the reentrant corner. Solved is the Laplace
equation
−1u = 0 (2)
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Fig. 3. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 4. Solution to the NIST-2 benchmark problem.
Fig. 5. Left: Final mesh with 46097 DOF and relative error 1.3× 10−1% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 59049 DOF and relative
error 1.7 × 10−3% for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 2756 DOF and relative error 9.8 × 10−4% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option
HP_ANISO_H).
in the domainΩ = (−1, 1)2, with a unit square section removed from the bottompart of the positive x axis. Eq. (2) equipped
with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution u(x, y) = rα sin(αθ), where α = π/ω, r = x2 + y2, and
θ = tan−1(y/x). Here ω determines the angle of the reentrant corner. The solution to NIST-2 with ω = 3π/2 is shown in
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 6 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
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Fig. 6. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 7. The u (left) and v (right) component to NIST-3 benchmark problem.
4. Benchmark NIST-3 ‘‘Linear Elasticity’’
This benchmark deals with the Lamé equations of linear elasticity. Since the two resulting displacement components u, v
are very different, we use the multimesh functionality of Hermes [2–4] which makes it possible to approximate them on
different meshes that moreover are locally refined independently of each other. The equations have the form
−E 1− ν
2
1− 2ν
∂2u
∂x2
− E 1− ν
2
2− 2ν
∂2u
∂y2
− E 1− ν
2
(1− 2ν)(2− 2ν)
∂2v
∂x∂y
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2
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2
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∂2v
∂y2
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2
(1− 2ν)(2− 2ν)
∂2u
∂x∂y
= 0,
(3)
where u and v are the x and y displacements, E is Young’s Modulus, and ν is Poisson ratio. The domain in the example is
Ω = (−1, 1)2 with a slit ([0, 0], [1, 0]), equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution in polar
coordinates as
u(x, y) = 1
2G
rλ[(k− Q (λ+ 1)) cos(λθ)− λ cos((λ− 2)θ)],
v(x, y) = 1
2G
rλ[(k+ Q (λ+ 1)) sin(λθ)+ λ sin((λ− 2)θ)],
where λ = 0.5444837367825,Q = 0.5430755788367, k = 3− 4ν and G = E/(2(1+ ν)). The solution to NIST-3 is shown
in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
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Fig. 8. Left: Final mesh with 39779 DOF and relative error 3.8 × 10−1% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 9330 DOF and relative
error 9.6 × 10−2% for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 3897 DOF and relative error 8.1 × 10−2% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option
HP_ANISO_H).
Fig. 9. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 9 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
5. Benchmark NIST-4 ‘‘Peak’’
The solution to this problem exhibits an exponential peak in the interior of the domain. The equation solved in this
benchmark problem is the Poisson equation.
−1u = f (4)
in the domainΩ = (0, 1)2, equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution. The exact solution is
u(x, y) = e−α((x−xloc)2+(y−yloc)2), where (xloc, yloc) is the location of the peak, and α determines the strength of the peak. The
solution to NIST-4 with α = 1000, (xloc, yloc) = (0.5, 0.5) is shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
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Fig. 10. Solution to the NIST-4 benchmark problem.
Fig. 11. Left: Final mesh with 58253 DOF and relative error 5.7×10−1% for h-FEMwith linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 51473 DOF and relative
error 1.4 × 10−2% for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 973 DOF and relative error 7.7 × 10−3% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option
HP_ANISO).
Fig. 12. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 12 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
6. Benchmark NIST-5 ‘‘Battery’’
This is a heat conduction problem in a nonhomogeneous material which does not have an exact solution. It comes with
an anisotropic solution with strong internal disruption layers and singularities. The solution has multiple point singularities
in the interior at which more than three different materials meet. These singularities are stronger than those corresponding
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Fig. 13. Solution to the NIST-5 benchmark problem.
Fig. 14. Left: Final mesh with 55577 DOF and relative error 9.6×10−2% for h-FEMwith linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 12483 DOF and relative
error 1.3 × 10−2% for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 7450 DOF and relative error 1.5 × 10−2% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option
HP_ANISO_H).
to reentrant corners. The equation solved is
− ∂
∂x

p(x, y)
∂u
∂x

− ∂
∂y

q(x, y)
∂u
∂y

= f (5)
in the domainΩ = (0, 8.4) × (0, 24). Boundary conditions are zero Neumann on the left edge, Newton on the rest of the
boundary. The right-hand side f are constant functions (different in respectivematerials) given in [1]. The solution to NIST-5
is shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 14 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 15 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
7. Benchmark NIST-6 ‘‘Boundary Layer’’
This example is a singularly perturbed problemwith known exact solution that exhibits a boundary layer along the right
and top sides of the domain. It is a convection–diffusion equation with first order terms
− ϵ∇2u+ 2∂u
∂x
+ ∂u
∂y
= f (6)
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Fig. 15. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 16. Solution to the NIST-6 benchmark problem.
Fig. 17. Left: Final mesh with 55090 DOF and relative error 8.7×10−1% for h-FEMwith linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 63145 DOF and relative
error 1.5 × 10−2% for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 511 DOF and relative error 7.2 × 10−4% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option
HP_ANISO).
in the domainΩ = (−1, 1)2, equippedwith Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution. The exact solution is
u(x, y) = (1− e−(1−x)/ϵ)(1− e−(1−y)/ϵ) cos(π(x+ y)), where ϵ determines the strength of the boundary layer. The solution
to NIST-6 containing a boundary layer with ϵ = 10−1 is shown in Fig. 16.
Fig. 17 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 18 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
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Fig. 18. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 19. Solution to the NIST-7 benchmark problem.
8. Benchmark NIST-7 ‘‘Boundary Line Singularity’’
This is a singularity problemwith the solution that is singular along the left part of the boundary. The equation solved in
this problem is the Poisson equation
−1u = f (7)
in the domainΩ = (0, 1)2, equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution. The exact solution is
u(x, y) = xα , where α ≥ 0.5 determines the strength of the singularity. The solution to NIST-7 with α = 0.6 is shown in
Fig. 19.
Fig. 20 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 21 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
9. Benchmark NIST-8 ‘‘Oscillatory’’
This is a wave function that satisfies the Schrödinger equation model of two interacting atoms, highly oscillatory near
the origin. The equation solved in this problem is the Helmholtz equation
−∇2u− 1
(α + r)4 u = f (8)
in the domainΩ = (0, 1)2, equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution. The exact solution is
u(x, y) = sin( 1
α+r ), where r =

x2 + y2, α = 1/Nπ determines the number of oscillations. The solution to NIST-8 with
α = 1/10π is shown in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 20. Left: Final mesh with 684 DOF and relative error 1.5% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 267 DOF and relative error 1.5%
for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 88 DOF and relative error 1.5% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option HP_ANISO_H).
Fig. 21. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 22. Solution to the NIST-8 benchmark problem.
Fig. 23 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 24 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
10. Benchmark NIST-9 ‘‘Wave Front’’
This is a commonly used example for testing the performance of adaptive refinement algorithms using a wave front and
a singularity [1,5]. The solution has a sharp circular wave front in the interior of the domain, with a singularity at the center
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Fig. 23. Left: Final mesh with 55731 DOF and relative error 1.2% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 28497 DOF and relative error
7.7×10−2% for h-FEMwith quadratic elements. Right: Final meshwith 1060 DOF and relative error 8.7×10−2% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option HP_ANISO).
Fig. 24. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 25. Solution to the NIST-9 benchmark problem.
of the circle. The equation solved is the Poisson equation
−1u = f (9)
in the domainΩ = (0, 1)2, equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution. The exact solution is
u(x, y) = tan−1(α(r − r0)), where r =

(x− xloc)2 + (y− yloc)2. Here (xloc, yloc) is the center of the circular wave front, r0
is the distance from the wave front to the center of the circle, and α gives the steepness of the wave front. The solution to
NIST-9 with α = 50, (xloc, yloc) = (0.5, 0.5), r0 = 0.25 is shown in Fig. 25.
Fig. 26 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
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Fig. 26. Left: Final mesh with 46093 DOF and relative error 1.2% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 36849 DOF and relative error
7.8×10−2% for h-FEMwith quadratic elements. Right: Final meshwith 2781 DOF and relative error 7.5×10−2% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option HP_ANISO).
Fig. 27. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 27 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
11. Benchmark NIST-10 ‘‘Interior Line Singularity’’
This is another example with anisotropic solution that is suitable for testing anisotropic element refinements. The
equation solved is the Poisson equation
−1u = f (10)
in the domain Ω = (−1, 1)2, equipped with a zero Neumann boundary condition on left edge, Dirichlet boundary
conditions given by the exact solution on the rest of the boundary. The exact solution is u(x, y) = cos(Ky) (x ≤ 0) and
u(x, y) = cos(Ky) + xα (x > 0), where K and α are constants. The solution to NIST-10 containing a line singularity with
K = π/2 and α = 2.01 is shown in Fig. 28.
Fig. 29 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 30 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
12. Benchmark NIST-11 ‘‘Intersecting Interfaces’’
This is a Poisson problem with intersecting interfaces, dividing the plane into four regions. The solution to this problem
contains a severe singularity that poses a challenge to adaptive methods. The equation solved is given by
−∇ · (a(x, y)∇u) = 0 (11)
where the parameter a is piecewise-constant, a(x, y) = 161.4476387975881 in the first and third quadrants, and a(x, y) = 1
in the remaining two quadrants. The domain of this problem isΩ = (−1, 1)2, equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions
given by the exact solution. The exact solution is u(x, y) = ra1µ(θ), where a1 andµ(θ) is given in [1]. The solution toNIST-11
is shown in Fig. 31.
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Fig. 28. Solution to the NIST-10 benchmark problem.
Fig. 29. Left: Final mesh with 27999 DOF and relative error 2.9×10−1% for h-FEMwith linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 60144 DOF and relative
error 2.6 × 10−4% for h-FEM with quadratic elements. Right: Final mesh with 147 DOF and relative error 0.9 × 10−4% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option
HP_ANISO).
Fig. 30. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Fig. 32 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 33 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
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Fig. 31. Solution to the NIST-11 benchmark problem.
Fig. 32. Left: Final mesh with 46905 DOF and relative error 1.3% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 7777 DOF and relative error
4.7×10−1% for h-FEMwith quadratic elements. Right: Finalmeshwith 3459DOF and relative error 4.7×10−1% for hp-FEM (adaptivity optionHP_ANISO_H).
Fig. 33. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
13. Benchmark NIST-12 ‘‘Multiple Difficulties’’
This problem combines four aspects of benchmarks seen in previous sections (nist-2, nist-4, nist-6 and nist-9) into one
problem. The wave front intersects the boundary layer and corner singularity, and the peak is centered on the wave front.
The equation solved is the Poisson equation
−1u = f (12)
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Fig. 34. Solution to the NIST-12 benchmark problem.
Fig. 35. Left: Final mesh with 45533 DOF and relative error 2.1% for h-FEM with linear elements. Middle: Final mesh with 56975 DOF and relative error
1.5×10−1% for h-FEMwith quadratic elements. Right: Final meshwith 9162 DOF and relative error 9.7×10−2% for hp-FEM (adaptivity option HP_ANISO).
in the L-shaped domain, equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact solution. The exact solution is
u(x, y) = rαC sin(αCθ)+ e−αP ((x−xP )2+(y−yP )2) + e−(1+y)/ϵ + tan−1(αW (rW − r0))
where αC = π/ωC , r =

x2 + y2 and θ = tan−1(y/x), hereωC determines the angle of the re-entrant corner. (xP , yP) is the
location of the peak, αP determines the strength of the peak. The parameter ϵ determines the strength of the boundary layer,
the boundary layer was placed on y = −1. Furthermore rW =

(x− xW )2 + (y− yW )2, where (xW , yW ) is the center of the
circular wave front, r0 is the distance from the wave front to the center of the circle, and αW gives the steepness of the wave
front. The solution to NIST-12 with ωC = 3π/2, αP = 1000, (xP , yP) = (
√
5/4,−1/4), ϵ = 1/100, αW = 200, (xW , yW ) =
(0,−3/4), r0 = 3/4 is shown in Fig. 34.
Fig. 35 presents the final meshes corresponding to adaptive h-FEM with linear elements, adaptive h-FEM with quadratic
elements, and adaptive hp-FEM.
Fig. 36 shows the convergence of the adaptive methods in terms of DOF and CPU-time.
14. Summary
Table 1 lists the stopping criterion, final error estimate and final number of DOF for h-FEM (p = 1), h-FEM (p = 2) and
hp-FEM for each benchmark problem in benchmark number order.
15. Conclusion and outlook
We solved a suite of twelve benchmark problems from [1] using an open-source finite element library Hermes. The
numerical results are easily reproducible as they are part of the Git repository of the open source project. More information
about the Hermes library can be found in an extensive User Documentation that is available on the project home page
http://hpfem.org/hermes/. In particular, these 12 examples are located in the directory hermes-examples/2d-benchmarks-
nist/.
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Fig. 36. DOF and CPU time convergence graphs.
Table 1
Summary of stopping criterion (in %), final error estimate (in %) and final number of DOF for h-FEM (p = 1), h-FEM (p = 2) and hp-FEM.
No. Stopping criterion Final error estimate Final number of DOF
p = 1 p = 2 hp p = 1 p = 2 hp
1 1.0× 10−2 5.9× 10−1 1.4× 10−2 9.3× 10−4 51365 43401 1325
2 1.0× 10−3 1.3× 10−1 1.7× 10−3 9.8× 10−4 46097 59049 2756
3 1.0× 10−1 3.8× 10−1 9.6× 10−2 8.1× 10−2 39779 9330 3897
4 1.0× 10−2 5.7× 10−1 1.4× 10−2 7.7× 10−3 58253 51473 973
5 1.5× 10−2 9.6× 10−2 1.3× 10−2 1.5× 10−2 55577 12483 7450
6 1.0× 10−3 8.7× 10−1 1.5× 10−2 7.2× 10−4 55090 63145 511
7 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 684 267 88
8 1.0× 10−1 1.2 7.7× 10−2 8.7× 10−2 55731 28497 1060
9 1.0× 10−1 1.2 7.8× 10−2 7.5× 10−2 46093 36849 2781
10 1.0× 10−4 2.9× 10−1 2.6× 10−4 9.0× 10−5 27999 60144 147
11 5.0× 10−1 1.3 4.7× 10−1 4.7× 10−1 46905 7777 3459
12 1.0× 10−1 2.1 1.5× 10−1 9.7× 10−2 45533 56975 9162
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